
MD-SERIES

MD-LIVE : Mobile forensic software solution specialized for on-the-spot investigators
MD-LIVE provides a user-friendly and intuitive interface which enables all mobile forensic level of investigators to use the software easily. 
It supports crucial features for on-the-spot investigators, such as 'Selective acquisition of evidence data' for privacy protection, 'Automated steps 
and High-speed analysis engine' which allows shortening the on-site working time. 
Plus, the crime scene can be recorded by ‘External camera’ and the evidence data from the unsupported apps can be collected by 'Mobile screen-
ing mirroring' feature.

MD-NEXT : Mobile data extraction and unlock tool for Asian manufacturers phone models
MD-NEXT provides data extraction and screen unlock for various types of digital devices.
It's the most specialized tool which supports logical, physical extraction and bypassing solution on Asian manufacturers such as Samsung, LG,
Vivo, Xiaomi, Oneplus, Gionee, 360 and etc..

MD-RED : Mobile data analysis solution that supports investigation on various filesystem and thou-
sands of apps
MD-RED provides advanced analysis on the extracted data from MD-NEXT which being updated regularly to support the latest apps with new
version. It supports decryption of encrypted data, advanced analysis for popular messenger apps and social relationship analysis.
Moreover, MD-RED is continuously updated with the analysis features on the data from growing number of new digital devices, such as drone
and AI speaker.

MD-CLOUD : Digital forensic software for extraction and analysis of data from broad range of cloud 
services
MD-CLOUD supports acquisition from major cloud services including (Drive, Docs, Photo, Calendar, Contacts, Location History and more),
iCloud (Drive, Photo, Reminder, Note, Calendar, Contacts, etc), Samsung Cloud(Drive, Photo, IoT), email such as IMAP or POP3 including Gmail,
Evernote, Google Takeout, Microsoft OneDrive, Twitter, Instagram, Tumblr, and some e-commerce apps.

MD-VIDEO : Video forensic software for recovery, preview, enhancment, and analysis solution for 
Mobile phone, CCTV, Vehicle dashboard camera, and various media storage
MD-VIDEO provides various video data recovery feature and support widely used codecs, filesystem and manufacturer customized format.
Provides video data (Filesystem/Signature/Frame) recovery, and advanced video/image enhancement feature such as super resolution,
deblurring feature, perspective trasformation. Plus, Video Analytics supports AI-based object recognition, Time and Object based filtering, and
Video reduction.
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MD-BOX
Forensic hardware solution for extracting data directly 
from the motherboards of mobile devices through the 
JTAG interface.

MD-RUGGED : Rugged mobile forensics hardware 
and software package for frontline investigators
MD-RUGGED supports professional on-site investigation.
Data can be both extracted and analyzed with MD-RUGGED
directly at the scene of the crime using bundled MD-NEXT &
MD-RED.

MD-MR
Package of forensic hardware devices for physically 
removing the memory chips from the motherboards of 
mobile phones when performing Chip-Off Forensics.

MD-ACADEMY : Complete set of mobile forensic 
tools customized for education and training
MD-ACADEMY is the complete set of mobile forensic tools
customized for mobile forensic education.
It is composed of the test materials and the academic version
of MD-NEXT, MD-RED for in-depth mobile forensic training
and education of the latest mobile forensic technology.

Mobile Forensic Hardware Solution Mobile Forensic Packages

MD-READER
Forensic hardware solution for reading data after 
performing Chip-off forensics – Extracting data directly 
from a detached memory chip pulled from the mother-
board of a mobile phone.

MD-PORTABLE : Portable package with MD-LIVE for 
the first responder or triage at the crime scenet
MD-PORTABLE supports to quickly respond to the field request 
by a faster and selective collection of the evidence data using 
MD-LIVE. Triage of mobile evidence and selective acquisition 
without privacy disclosure can be available with MD-LIVE.

Mobile Forensic Software Solution

Complete Mobile and Digital Forensic Solution

See the MD-Series in Action on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-4xnTpz7Xk&list=PLcknmDpu_hv5Fi4-LX7VNl_8TA6700Pr2



Basic knowledge of mobile forensics and 
training for a mobile forensic software 
solution (Extraction / Analysis).

Fully equipped mobile forensic laboratory solution for forensic investigators 
to handle a massive variety of different mobile device safe and efficiently

Maximize your skills, knowledge and mobile forensic capabilities with HancomWITH 

MOBILE
FORENSIC
LAB SOLUTION

TRAINING & CERTIFICATION

MD-READER / MD-BOX Hardware
MD-MR package / MD-CARRIER package
MD-CABLESUITE for JTAG connection
USIM reader, SD reader
Air ventilation for soldering work

Smartphone and tablet storage
Disk and Flash memory storage

Video recording system / Lighting system

MD-RED, MD-VIDEO, MD-CLOUD Software
GPU Workstation / Workstation / Laptop
NAS storage rack, 10G network device

MD-NEXT Software
MD-LIVE Software

Workstation / Laptop / Tablet

HancomWITH provides an extensive set of certified courses composed of certification courses, mobile forensic training courses,webi-
nars and other training materials. Covering all levels of knowledge from beginner to expert, each course provides students with a 
detailed understanding of mobile forensics as well as up-to-date forensic knowledge. If you are looking for an education in mobile 
forensics, our training team is waiting for you. Select a course suited to your level and obtain what you need here.
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HCMP

In-depth theory of mobile forensic, advanced 
data analysis and physical data extraction 
(JTAG / Chip-off / Memory removal) course.

HCME

Master level of mobile forensic theory and 
study on SQLite, Filesystem, Multimedia, 
Python analysis.

HCMS

PHYSICAL REWORK DESK

DATA ANALYSIS WORK DESK

DATA EXTRACTION WORK DESK

LABORATORY MANAGEMENT

HancomWITH Mobile Forensic Professional HancomWITH Certified Mobile Forensic Examiner HancomWITH Certified Mobile Forensic Specialist
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See the MD-Series in Action on YouTube:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E-4xnTpz7Xk&list=PLcknmDpu_hv5Fi4-LX7VNl_8TA6700Pr2




